"A Very Glam Evening" event in the picturesque Terrazza
Martini of Milan
ARTICLE

Fashion home Cleofe Finati by Archetipo is celebrating great success with a concert
and entertainment by famous artists
Celebrating in style, after the fashion show in the picturesque location of the Martini
Terrace, in the heart of Milan, where you can enjoy a breathtaking panoramic view on the
most glamorous and metropolitan city’s heart, where Archetipo has organized a unique
event, "A Very Glam Evening ".
The party was the perfect opportunity to share the excitement of the greatest achievements
of the Archetipo Group.
Many surprises were presented during the evening, the magic of the Wizard Entertainment
Flip, the Italian musicians Mocambo Swing, and Vittorio Centrone, the Belgian singer
Manuel Palomo, and the Swiss duo Dust of Soul, which involved and excited with their art
the guests of the evening.
Internationally renowned musicians as well as dear friends of the house, who have chosen
to become ambassadors of the style Cleofe Finati by Archetipo wearing the creations for
their concerts and performances. …
…
The duo Dust of Soul are the singer, composer and songwriter Saskia Stäuble (aka Dusty)
and the pianist and composer Michael Odermatt (aka MiKey). All the songs are original
compositions, and strong by the distinctive voice of Dusty and moving due to the sensitive
piano-playing of MiKey, all with a sound that is reminiscent of Broadway musical. After the
first concert in New York City, giving concerts in dream location like castles in Switzerland,
or the magical atmosphere of Tunisia, people talk about it already as a new genre of music
self-described as “pure music that emerges from the depths of the soul”. The original
philosophy of Dust of Soul "It’s about respect, passion and love" reflects the respect that the
two musicians bring to their own fans, and at the same time invites us to live fully the
passions we have in life.
The Swiss duo Dust of Soul gives concerts all over the world and is now engaged in the
preparation of their new album. The pianist MiKey wears the magic of the creations signed
by Cleofe Finati by Archetipo for their concerts.
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